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Lung-Restricted Macrophage Activation in the Pearl Mouse Model of Hermansky-Pudlak Syndrome

Lisa R. Young,* Michael T. Borchers,** Holly L. Allen,§ Reta S. Gibbons,§ and Francis X. McCormack*‡

Pulmonary inflammation, abnormalities in alveolar type II cell and macrophage morphology, and pulmonary fibrosis are features of Hermansky-Pudlak Syndrome (HPS). We used the naturally occurring “pearl” HPS2 mouse model to investigate the mechanisms of lung inflammation observed in HPS. Although baseline bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) cell counts and differentials were similar in pearl and strain-matched wild-type (WT) mice, elevated levels of proinflammatory (MIP1γ) and counterregulatory (IL-12p40, soluble TNFrl/2) factors, but not TNF-α, were detected in BAL from pearl mice. After intranasal LPS challenge, BAL levels of TNF-α, MIP1α, KC, and MCP-1 were 2- to 3-fold greater in pearl than WT mice. At baseline, cultured pearl alveolar macrophages (AMs) had markedly increased production of inflammatory cytokines. Furthermore, pearl AMs had exaggerated TNF-α responses to TLR4, TLR2, and TLR3 ligands, as well as increased IFN-γ/LPS-induced NO production. After 24 h in culture, pearl AM LPS responses reverted to WT levels, and pearl AMs were appropriately refractory to continuous LPS exposure. In contrast, cultured pearl peritoneal macrophages and peripheral blood monocytes did not produce TNF-α at baseline and had LPS responses which were no different from WT controls. Exposure of WT AMs to heat- and protease-labile components of pearl BAL, but not WT BAL, resulted in reduced TNF-α secretion. Similar abnormalities were identified in AMs and BAL from another HPS model, pale ear HPS1 mice. We conclude that the lungs of HPS mice exhibit hyperresponsiveness to LPS and constitutive and organ-specific macrophage activation.

Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome (HPS) is a rare autosomal recessive disorder characterized by oculocutaneous albinism and a bleeding diathesis. Interstitial lung disease (ILD), which exhibits histopathologic similarities to idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF), develops in most HPS patients who survive into adulthood (1, 2). Although IPF is increasingly recognized as a pauci-immune disorder with relatively mild degrees of leukocyte infiltration, other fibrotic lung diseases such as progressive hypersensitivity pneumonitis, sarcoidosis, desquamative interstitial pneumonia, respiratory bronchiolitis-ILD, and connective tissue disease-related ILDs are often associated with robust cellular interstitial pneumonitis in the early stages of disease (3, 4).

Features which distinguish the histopathology of HPS from the usual interstitial pneumonia that is typical of IPF are lipid-filled, activated alveolar macrophages (AMs), lymphocyte infiltration, and hyperplastic, hypertrophic type II cells containing enlarged lamellar bodies (5, 6). Furthermore, recent evidence suggests that there are elevated levels of inflammatory cytokines and mononuclear cells in the bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) of HPS patients with mild lung function abnormalities (7). However, the link between these cellular and inflammatory abnormalities and pulmonary fibrosis remain poorly defined.

There are eight genetic loci known to be associated with HPS in humans and 14 HPS loci in mice (8, 9). Mutations in HPS genes result in defects in the biogenesis of lysosomes and lysosome-related intracellular organelles including melanosomes, platelet dense granules, and lamellar bodies (9–11). The HPS2 protein product is the β3A subunit of the adaptor protein 3 (AP-3), a hetero-oligomeric complex which escorts proteins from the early trans-Golgi network to lysosome-related organelles (12–14). Mutations in AP-3 have been shown to result in instability and degradation of the AP-3 complex, leading to abnormalities in intracellular trafficking in a variety of cell types and organ systems (15–17). The “pale ear” HPS1 mouse is the model for the most common HPS subtype, and although the precise function of the HPS1 gene product (HPS1) remains unknown, it is also clearly critical for intracellular protein trafficking (9, 18, 19). Both pale ear and pearl mice have been shown to have structural abnormalities in alveolar cells that mimic those observed in humans with HPS, including foamy AMs and enlarged type II cells containing ceroid lipofuscin inclusions (13, 20, 21), but frank pulmonary fibrosis is not part of the mouse phenotype.

The macrophage alveolitis and elevated BAL levels of inflammatory cytokines in patients with HPS may contribute to pulmonary fibrosis. The hypothesis for this study was that aberrant macrophage activation or dampening plays a role in the dysregulated
inflammation in HPS lungs. We used murine models to investigate AM function and the pulmonary inflammatory milieu in animals with mutations in HPS loci.

Materials and Methods

Mice

C57BL/6 mice were from Harlan and C3H/HeJ mice were from Charles River. Breeding pairs of pearl (HPS2 mutation) and pale ear (HPS1 mutation) mice were gifts from Dr. R. Swank (Roswell Park Cancer Institute, Buffalo, NY). C57BL/6 mice were used as the wild-type (WT) control for comparisons with HPS mice. Mice were housed in a barrier facility and studied using procedures approved by the University of Cincinnati Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Sentinel mice were tested periodically and were free of known viral and bacterial pathogens.

LPS-stimulated pulmonary inflammation

Mice were anesthetized to moderate depth with isoflurane (Forane; Ohmeda Caribe) by titration to unconsciousness and mild bradypnea. Escherichia coli J5 LPS (Sigma-Aldrich) was resuspended in PBS at a concentration of 10 mg/ml and reconstituted, where indicated, by phenol extraction (22). An LPS dose of 1 μg/animal (in 50 μl of PBS) was instilled intranasally (i.n.), and the animals were recovered in a clean cage.

Evaluation of airway and tissue cellular recruitment

At various time points after LPS instillation, mice were sacrificed by lethal pentobarbital injection followed by transection of the abdominal aorta. BAL was performed as described, after tracheostomy and intubation with a sterile 20-gauge adapter, and gentle instillation and aspiration of three 1-ml aliquots of 0.9% saline with 5 mM Tris. After separation of the BAL cells by low-speed centrifugation (450 g × 10 min, 4°C), the BAL fluid was stored at −80°C until use. Cells were resuspended in PBS and counted using a Coulter counter or hemacytometer. A cell aliquot was spun onto glass slides using a cytocentrifuge (Shandon; speed 300, 5 min), and slides were stained with DiffQuik (Sigma-Aldrich). The percentages of macrophages and neutrophils in BAL were determined by differential counting of a minimum of 200 cells.

BAL cytokine levels

Cytokine protein array. A dot-blot protein array technique was used for cytokine profiling (Raybiotech) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, membranes impregnated with multiple cytokines were blocked with the manufacturer’s BSA buffer and incubated with undiluted BAL samples from pearl or WT mice for 2 h. After washing, a biotinylated anti-cytokine Ab mixture was added to the membrane and incubated for 2 h. Membranes were then washed, incubated with HRP-conjugated streptavidin, washed again, and then exposed to the manufacturer’s peroxidase substrate. Chemiluminescent species were imaged by exposure of the membrane to film.

ELISA measurements of inflammatory cytokines. Cytokine protein concentrations in BAL and cell culture media were quantified by ELISA (murine Quantikine kits; R&D Systems), using the chromogenic substrate tetramethylbenzidine and analysis with a microtiter plate spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 450 nm. Lower limits of detection were as follows: 5.1 pg/ml TNF-α, 1.5 pg/ml MIP1α, 2.0 pg/ml MCP-1, 2.0 pg/ml KC, 2.5 pg/ml IL-12p70, 1.52 pg/ml MIP1γ, 5.0 pg/ml sTNFr1, 5.0 pg/ml sTNFr2, and 1.8 pg/ml IL-12p40. IL-12p40 was indistinguishable from IL-23p40 by the assay method used.

Isolation of mononuclear cells

Primary AMs were obtained from mice by BAL, and resident peritoneal macrophages were obtained by peritoneal lavage. To obtain peripheral blood monocytes for in vitro studies, mice were euthanized with CO2 and murine blood was obtained by cardiac puncture. The mononuclear fraction of blood monocytes for in vitro studies, mice were euthanized with CO2, and macrophages were obtained by peritoneal lavage. To obtain peripheral blood monocytes for in vitro studies, mice were euthanized with CO2, and macrophages were obtained by peritoneal lavage. To obtain peripheral blood monocytes for in vitro studies, mice were euthanized with CO2, and macrophages were obtained by peritoneal lavage. To obtain peripheral blood monocytes for in vitro studies, mice were euthanized with CO2, and macrophages were obtained by peritoneal lavage.

Centrifugation, and stored at −80°C. Cell viability was assessed by trypan blue exclusion and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) cytotoxicity assays (CytoTox-ONE membrane integrity assay; Promega). Cytokine levels were then measured in the cell culture media supernatant by ELISA as described above.

Measurement of nitrite in cell culture supernatant

Primary alveolar or peritoneal macrophages (2.5 × 105 in the 96-well plates) were incubated for 24 h with and without the various additions as indicated. After plating, cells were challenged with IFN-γ (100 U/ml) for 3 h, followed by LPS (100 ng/ml) for 24 h. NO production was assessed by measuring the accumulation of nitrite in the culture media by the Griess reaction. Culture media (50 μl) was mixed with an equal volume of Griess reagent, composed of 1% sulfanilamide, 0.1% naphthalene diamine dihydrochloride, and 25% hydrochloric acid, according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Promega). The plate was incubated for 10 min at room temperature and read in a plate spectrophotometer at 535 nm. Nitrite concentrations were determined from a standard curve using sodium nitrite at concentrations ranging from 1.5 to 100 μM.

Analysis of macrophage activating factors in BAL fluid

BAL fluid was obtained as described from control pearl and WT mice, cleared of cells by centrifugation, and then concentrated 10-fold through a 3000 Da Microcon (Amicon) filter. The protein content was measured by bicinchoninic acid assay (Pierce), and endotoxin levels were assessed by the Limulus amoebocyte lysate (LAL) assay (Cambrex). Primary AMs isolated from WT mice were stimulated in vitro with concentrated WT or pearl BAL fluid (final BAL protein concentration of 0.5 μg/μl) for 3 h. In some experiments, BAL fluid was boiled or treated with trypsin (1 μg, 37°C, 1 h) before addition to cells, as indicated. Cytokine levels in the cell culture supernatant were measured by ELISA.

Statistics

Numeric data are presented as mean ± SD of the mean. Parametric data were evaluated using the Student t test, or by one-way ANOVA for comparison of more than two groups.

Results

Pearl mice have evidence of basal inflammatory dysregulation

Pulmonary inflammation is present in the lungs of patients with early HPS lung disease (7). To determine whether HPS mouse models exhibited similar inflammatory abnormalities, BAL fluid was evaluated from 6- to 8-wk-old pearl, pale ear, and strain-matched WT mice (Fig. 1). HPS mice had significantly increased baseline BAL levels of IL-12p40, MIP1γ, and the soluble TNFRs sTNFRI and sTNFRII (data not shown), whereas TNF-α, MIP1α, IL-1β, IL-12p70, IFN-γ, and IL-10 were all undetectable in BAL fluid from unchallenged HPS or WT mice.

Pearl mice have elevated inflammatory markers in BAL after i.n. LPS challenge

To determine whether HPS mice have an aberrant acute pulmonary response to inflammatory stimuli, mice were challenged with a single i.n. endotoxin exposure. A cytokine array technique was used to screen for differences in cytokine levels in BAL fluid and lung tissue homogenate from LPS-challenged pearl and strain-matched WT mice. As shown in a representative array (Fig. 2A, 3 h after i.n. LPS exposure, signals corresponding to MCP-1, KC, RANTES, and several other cytokines were visibly increased on the membranes exposed to BAL fluid from pearl mice relative to those from age- and strain-matched WT controls. Specific ELISAs were then used to quantify several of the cytokine protein elevations suggested by the array screens. BAL TNF-α levels (Fig. 2B) were similar in pearl and WT mice at baseline and at 1 h after LPS challenge, but remained elevated in pearl mice from 3 h postchallenge through 24 h. Similarly, MIP1α levels were undetectable in baseline BAL fluid, 2-fold greater in pearl mice than WT controls 3 h after i.n. LPS challenge (Fig. 2C, 6-fold greater after 8 h (not shown), and 2-fold greater at the 24 h time point (p < 0.001; not
and lung parenchyma of pearl mice. Pearl mice had a 2-fold excess number and proportion of BAL macrophages, while pale ear mice had a significant, though less prominent increase in BAL macrophages in comparison to WT controls (Fig. 3C). However, pearl mice had only half as many neutrophils in the airspace 3 h after exposure to i.n. LPS compared with WT controls (Fig. 3, A and C). Numbers of BAL neutrophils in pearl and WT mice were similar 8 h after LPS exposure (data not shown). Furthermore, the neutrophil-trafficking delay was specific to AP3-deficient pearl mice, as LPS-induced neutrophil recruitment in pale ear mice was similar to WT mice (Fig. 3C).

**Isolated murine HPS AMs, but not peritoneal macrophages or peripheral blood monocytes, have dysregulated inflammatory cytokine production and LPS responsiveness**

We isolated AMs from pearl, pale ear, and WT mice and studied LPS responsiveness ex vivo. Inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α (Fig. 4A) and MIP1α, MCP-1, and KC (data not shown) were produced at detectable levels by pearl and pale ear, but not by WT, AMs in culture at baseline. After challenge with LPS, pearl and pale ear AMs had significantly greater LPS responsiveness than WT AMs (4-fold greater for TNF-α, 6-fold greater for MIP1α; p < 0.001 for both). Levels of IL-12p40 and the soluble TNFRs, sTNFr1 and sTNFr2 (not shown), were markedly elevated in the media of unstimulated pearl AMs after 24 h in culture compared with WT AMs (Fig. 4, B and C). These factors were not detectable in media from either pearl or WT AMs after only 3 h in culture, however.

To determine whether the aberrant cytokine responsiveness of pearl monocytes was organ specific, resident peritoneal macrophages and peripheral blood monocytes from pearl and WT mice were isolated and evaluated ex vivo. In contrast to pearl AMs, no significant TNF-α was detected in media from either pearl or WT peritoneal macrophages or monocytes after 3 h in culture at baseline. Furthermore, after LPS challenge, TNF-α production was no different for peritoneal macrophages and peripheral blood monocytes from pearl mice than from WT mice (Fig. 4A). These data demonstrate that the abnormal cytokine responses of pearl mononuclear cells are specific to AMs.

**Murine HPS AMs exhibit enhanced NO production in response to LPS challenge**

To determine whether the abnormal pearl AM activation was specific to cytokine production or reflective of more general AM activation, NO production by pearl and WT AMs was determined ex vivo by measuring accumulated nitrite in the media from cultured macrophages. At baseline, NO was barely detectable in the media from unstimulated pearl or WT AMs that had been cultured for 24 h. Furthermore, LPS stimulation alone induced inconsistent and low level NO production from WT AMs under these conditions at 24 h, as has been reported (data not shown) (24). Therefore, macrophages were costimulated with IFN-γ/LPS, which resulted in 4-fold more nitrite accumulation from pearl AMs than WT AMs. In contrast, IFN-γ/LPS-induced nitrite production from pearl peritoneal macrophages was not different from WT peritoneal macrophages (Fig. 5).

**Pearl AM hyperresponsiveness is not limited to TLR4-mediated mechanisms**

We investigated whether pearl AM hyperresponsiveness was specific to LPS challenge. Pearl AMs were isolated and challenged in vitro with Pam3Cys, a bacterial lipoprotein that binds to TLR2, and poly(I:C), a synthetic polynucleotide ligand for TLR3. Pearl AMs produced 3-fold greater levels of TNF-α in response to

---

**FIGURE 1.** Increased basal pulmonary cytokine and soluble TNFR levels in the BAL fluid of unchallenged HPS mice. BAL was performed in unchallenged pearl, pale ear, and WT mice (age 6–8 wk), and cytokine levels were assessed by ELISA (n = at least 8 animals for each point in A, and n = at least 12 animals for each point B and C).

**Pearl mice have an abnormal pulmonary cellular inflammatory response to i.n. endotoxin administration**

Patients with HPS have been found to have increased numbers of BAL macrophages (including “foamy” macrophages), and lung histology from HPS patients shows a macrophage and lymphocyte predominant interstitial infiltrate (5). To evaluate the mechanisms of increased cellularity in HPS and determine whether HPS mouse models shared this phenotype, we examined lung and airway leukocyte populations in pearl and WT mice. In unchallenged, 6- to 8-wk-old animals, pearl AMs were enlarged and “foamy” in appearance (Fig. 3A), but there were no significant differences in total BAL cell numbers (Fig. 3B) or composition between pearl and WT mice (Fig. 3C). Therefore, in the pearl mouse, abnormalities in inflammatory cytokine production (Figs. 1 and 2) are not accompanied by abnormalities in alveolar cell composition at baseline.

After LPS challenge, significant unanticipated differences were observed in the inflammatory cells recruited to both the airways

---
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Pam3Cys than did WT AMs (2040 ± 88 vs 671 ± 137 pg/ml; p < 0.01) (Fig. 6). When challenged with poly(I:C), TNF-α production was 4-fold greater from pearl than WT AMs (1840 ± 320 vs 437 ± 100 pg/ml; p < 0.001). Moreover, both pearl and WT AMs became refractory to persistent LPS exposure in vitro, with progressively diminishing TNF-α levels from 24 to 72 h despite continuous incubation with LPS (Fig. 7A, ▲ and ◆).

Pearl AM hyperresponsiveness is lost after 24 h in culture
To determine whether elevated cytokine levels were related to an intrinsic failure of pearl AMs to down-regulate inflammatory responses, we examined TNF-α production by AMs challenged with LPS at various time points in culture. Pearl, but not WT, AMs produced elevated levels of TNF-α for the first 24 h in culture, much less in the second 24 h, and only baseline levels from 48 to 72 h (Fig. 7A, ▲ and ◆). Furthermore, during the first 24 h ex vivo, pearl AMs were hyperresponsive to LPS challenge as compared with WT AMs (4534 ± 191 vs 2300 ± 236 pg/ml; p < 0.005) (Fig. 7A, ▲ and ◆). When the LPS challenge was withdrawn, TNF-α production declined precipitously in both pearl and WT AMs.

FIGURE 3. BAL cell populations in HPS mice after i.n. endotoxin administration. A. Photomicrograph of WT and pearl cells recovered by BAL 3 h after LPS challenge. Note the excess of “foamy” macrophages but the paucity of polymorphonuclear cells (PMNs) in pearl BAL compared with WT BAL. B. Total BAL cell counts at baseline and 3 h after LPS challenge. C. BAL cell differentials at baseline and 3 h after i.n. LPS challenge. Note the relative lack of PMNs but excess macrophages in pearl BAL, compared with BAL from pale ear mice 3 h after LPS challenge (+, p < 0.01 for pearl vs pale ear or WT; **, p < 0.05 for pale ear baseline vs LPS).

The hyperresponsiveness of pearl AMs was extinguished by 48 h in culture. WT AMs had consistent peak levels of TNF-α production whether challenge occurred at baseline (Fig. 7A), 24 h (Fig. 7B), or at 48 h in culture (Fig. 7B). In contrast, pearl AMs exhibited excess TNF-α production in response to LPS challenge at time 0 (Fig. 7A), but the LPS-induced TNF-α response of pearl AMs reverted to WT levels when the LPS challenge was initiated at 24 or 48 h in culture (Fig. 7B). Cell viability and integrity was similarly maintained in pearl and WT AMs as assessed by trypan blue exclusion and lack of LDH release.
verified that residual trypsin activity was not degrading the TNF-α blocked the macrophage-activating activity. As a control, we verified that LPS contamination was not responsible for the macrophage activation, and that the mechanism of activation is TLR4. Confirms that LPS contamination was not responsible for the macrophage activation. TLR4 mutation and thus do not respond to LPS, were also activated by exposure to pearl BAL (Fig. 8). This finding in HeJ AMs, but not peritoneal macrophages, produce high levels of inflammatory cytokines and soluble TNFRs at baseline and in response to LPS challenge, ex vivo. Murine AMs, peritoneal macrophages, and peripheral monocytes were isolated and allowed to adhere to plastic for 30 min before the addition of LPS (1 μg/ml) or control vehicle. After 3.5 h (A) or 24 h (B and C), cell media was collected and levels of cytokines or soluble TNFRs in the media supernatant were measured by ELISA (n = 10 minimum each group; *, p < 0.01 for WT vs pearl or pale ear AM controls; **, p < 0.001 for pearl vs WT AMs + LPS). LPS-challenged pearl AMs also exhibited elevated levels of MIP1α and KC compared with WT AMs (data not shown). Studies were not performed in pale ear peritoneal macrophages or peripheral blood monocytes.

**Protein components of BAL from pearl mice activate WT macrophages**

Based on the findings that pearl AMs exhibited exaggerated responses to LPS challenge, that hyperresponsiveness dissipated after 24 h in cell culture, and that peritoneal macrophages and peripheral monocytes had normal inflammatory responses, we reasoned that factor(s) in the pearl lung environment may be responsible for pearl AM activation. To test this hypothesis, BAL was obtained from control pearl and WT mice, concentrated, and verified to be endotoxin-free by LAL assay. TNF-α, MIP1α, and IFN-γ were not detected in the concentrated pearl BAL by ELISA. When primary AMs from WT mice were stimulated in vitro with concentrated BAL fluid (total protein concentration 0.5 μg/μl) for 3 h, WT AMs produced high levels of TNF-α (330 ± 95 pg/ml) in response to exposure to pearl, but not WT, BAL (13 ± 41 pg/ml) (Fig. 8). Additionally, AMs from C3H/HeJ mice, which contain a TLR4 mutation and thus do not respond to LPS, were also activated by exposure to pearl BAL (Fig. 8). This finding in HeJ AMs confirms that LPS contamination was not responsible for the macrophage activation, and that the mechanism of activation is TLR4 independent. Boiling or protease treatment of pearl BAL fluid blocked the macrophage-activating activity. As a control, we verified that residual trypsin activity was not degrading the TNF-α produced by AMs by incubating trypsin alone at 37°C for 1 h and then adding it to cultured pearl AMs before measurement of TNF-α levels (data not shown). Concentrated BAL fluid from pale ear mice also induced marked TNF-α production from WT AMs (Fig. 8). In the presence of neutralizing Ab to TNF-α, pearl, but not WT BAL, induced high levels of MIP1α production from WT AMs (data not shown). Preincubation of pearl BAL with specific neutralizing Abs to KC, IFN-γ, IL-12p40, or CXCR2 also did not dampen pearl BAL-induced cytokine release from AMs (data not shown).

**Discussion**

These experiments demonstrate that HPS mouse models have a pulmonary phenotype that is characterized by baseline elevations in inflammatory cytokines and counterregulatory factors, abnormal cellular recruitment, and exaggerated cytokine responses to endotoxin challenge. Abnormal cytokine responses were also found in isolated alveolar, but not peritoneal, macrophages and decayed with time in culture, suggesting that factors unique to the lung environment promote the activated state. HPS is the most penetrant genetic disorder of pulmonary fibrosis in adults, as virtually all patients who survive to adulthood develop fibrotic lung disease (2, 25). HPS1 is most common human genotype, and accounts for the majority of ILD reported in HPS. Clinically apparent lung disease has been reported to occur in the fourth or fifth decades of life (1, 2, 25), and the role of environmental influences on disease progression is not known. Although the four reported patients with HPS2 are younger in age than HPS1 and HPS4 patients with pulmonary fibrosis, mild pulmonary fibrosis was described in two cases (26, 27).

The cellular effectors of fibrosis in HPS are uncertain. Although HPS AMs are enlarged, structurally abnormal, and contain ceroid lipofuscin, the data presented is the first demonstration that these cellular derangements are associated with aberrant macrophage function. The presence of AM hyperresponsiveness in both pearl and pale ear mice demonstrates that these inflammatory abnormalities are not genotype-specific, at least in mouse models. Genetic abnormalities of a number of key elements required for protein
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![FIGURE 7. Pearl AM hyperresponsiveness is lost after 24 h in culture.](image7.png)

Primary AMs were isolated from pearl and WT mice, cultured for up to
72 h, and challenged with LPS (100 ng/ml) for various intervals (time
0–24, 24–48, 48–72 h, or continuously). Cell media was harvested and
replaced with fresh media every 24 h, with or without LPS, and TNF-α
levels were measured by ELISA. A, Pearl AMs produce TNF-α under
control conditions (●), and exhibit LPS hyperresponsiveness compared
with WT AMs when challenged for 0–24 h in culture (○ and ●). However,
upon withdrawal of LPS at 24 h, or with continuous LPS exposure (△ and
▲), similar dampening of TNF-α production occurs in pearl and WT AMs.
B, Pearl AMs have similar LPS responses as WT AMs when challenge with
LPS is delayed until after 24 h (● and ▲) or 48 h (○ and △) in vitro.

![FIGURE 8. Protein components of BAL from pearl mice activate WT](image8.png)

macrophages. BAL was obtained from control pearl and WT mice, con-
centrated, and verified to be endotoxin-free by LAL assay. Primary AMs
from WT mice were stimulated in vitro with concentrated WT, pearl, or
pale ear BAL fluid (BAL total protein concentration of 0.5 μg/μl) for 3 h.
In some experiments as indicated, BAL fluid was boiled (100°C) or treated
with trypsin (1 μg, 37°C, 1 h) before addition to cells. AMs from C3H/HeJ
mice, which contain a TLR4 mutation and thus do not respond to LPS,
were also activated by exposure to pearl BAL (n = 12 each group for BAL;
n = 4 each for HeJ; *, p < 0.001).
mechanism for murine HPS AMs which are constitutively activated through intrinsic or extrinsic mechanisms.

Persistent inflammation has been shown to contribute to the pathogenesis of fibrosis in multiple organs, including the gut, liver, and kidney (35–41). The imbalance of proinflammatory and counterregulatory factors, including TNF-α and soluble TNFRs have also been implicated in the pathogenesis of a variety of fibrotic disorders in both humans and in animal models (35–37). Specifically, overexpression of IL-12p40-related cytokines have been reported in fibrogenic Th1-mediated autoimmune and chronic inflammatory diseases, including glomerulonephritis (39), as well as in experimental models of pulmonary fibrosis (42). Therefore, our findings of excessive production of TNF-α, sTNFR1, sTNFR2, and IL-12p40 in pearl and pale ear mice and from their AMs ex vivo suggest a potential link between the pro and anti-inflammatory imbalance and fibrogenesis. Certainly further studies are required to determine whether macrophage activation plays a causative role in fibrotic lung disease in HPS.

Pearl and pale ear HPS mouse models do not exhibit spontaneous fibrosis at the age at which our experiments were performed, and, in fact, unchallenged HPS mice develop airspace enlargement over time (21). Although others have reported that aged pearl mice develop expansion of interstitial septa by excess collagen fibrils (43), that pale ear mice have an increased fibrotic responses to silica challenge (44), and that the lungs of double-mutant HPS1/HPS2 (epfpe) mice contain a significant increase in hydroxyproline content compared with controls (21), whether the phenotype of HPS mouse models includes susceptibility to pulmonary fibrosis remains controversial.

In contrast to the similarities in AM recruitment in pearl and pale ear mice, we have demonstrated that the neutrophil trafficking defects are clearly specific to the HPS2 genotype in mice, as pale ear HPS1 mice have normal neutrophil trafficking. It remains unknown whether pearl neutrophils have intrinsic abnormalities of key proteins required for cellular migration, such as in Rac, selectins, or integrins, affecting cell-to-cell signaling, movement, or adhesion, respectively. It is also possible that pearl epithelium or macrophages fail to release critical factors required for neutrophil recruitment in response to LPS challenge. The demonstration of mis trafficking of neutrophil elastase to the plasma membrane in AP-3-deficient dogs with “Gray Collie syndrome” (canine cyclical neutropenia) suggests a potential role for mistargeted matrix proteases in neutrophil-trafficking abnormalities in pearl mice (45, 46). Studies are underway in the laboratory to investigate the mechanisms of the neutrophil-trafficking abnormality in pearl mice.

Two lines of evidence demonstrate that pearl monocyte hyperresponsiveness is restricted to the lung environment. First, pearl AMs, but not peritoneal macrophages or peripheral monocytes, are constitutively activated and have exaggerated inflammatory responses to endotoxin challenge. AM-specific activation was also apparent with respect to nitrite production. The mechanism of pearl AM hyperresponsiveness is unknown, but may reflect upregulation of cell surface receptors, or perhaps loss of intracellular or extracellular repressors. Second, pearl AMs lose their hyperresponsiveness after only 1 day in culture. One potential explanation for this observation is that removal from exposure to a factor or factors that are unique to the lung compartment extinguishes the heightened inflammatory tone of pearl AMs. However, primary AMs de-differentiate and down-regulate cell surface receptors in vitro (47), and we cannot exclude cell culture artifacts as the basis for loss of pearl AM hyperresponsiveness.

Potential mechanisms for lung-restricted AM activation were examined. We found that a heat- and protease-sensitive BAL factor (or factors) from both pearl and pale ear BAL induces TNF-α and MIP1α production from WT AMs. This effect is not due to LPS contamination and is not mediated through the TLR4 pathway, because AMs from HeJ mice are activated by pearl BAL. These data suggest that protein components of pearl BAL play a role in AM hyperresponsiveness, but additional experiments are needed to determine whether the factor is a chemokine, cytokine, or a novel factor. Production of the factor is not genotype specific because it is generated by both pearl and pale ear mice. The most likely cellular sources of this activating factor are the alveolar epithelium, the AM, or both. As such, this finding of macrophage-activating activity in pearl and pale ear BAL does not preclude the possibility of intrinsic functional abnormalities in HPS macrophages. Furthermore, although pearl AMs produce abundant TNF-α ex vivo, TNF-α is not detectable in concentrated BAL from pearl mice at baseline. It is possible that the isolation and cell culture process may enhance pearl but not WT macrophage activation.

In summary, we conclude that the lungs of HPS mice exhibit hyperresponsiveness to LPS, altered inflammatory cell trafficking, and constitutive AM activation. Further investigation of the dysregulated inflammatory state and AM activation in HPS mice may provide insights into the early inflammation and midlife fibrosis seen in the lungs of HPS patients.
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